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Texas Excellence Award Winners Announced
Congratulations to the Texas winners of the Tyler Public Sector Excellence Awards for
Odyssey . Texas winners, including Williamson County JP Court, Pct. 3., Cameron County
and Travis County JP Courts, were recognized at the recent Odyssey User Conference in
Dallas (March 30-April 1) — the largest Odyssey User Conference to date. 
Read more »

Tyler and For The Record Partner to Simplify Access to
Court Recordings 
In February, For The Record (FTR) and Tyler formed an alliance to integrate their systems.
The result of the integration will be that FTR recordings of court proceedings are easily
accessible from the Odyssey case management system and the Internet. By partnering with
FTR and building integration between our products, both Tyler and FTR will help clients
operate more efficiently. 
Read more »

Great New Features for Clerk Edition
The history of modern courtrooms has gradually seen a move away from manual, paper-
driven practices toward automation and the introduction of fully electronic processes. Since
its inception in 2008, exciting improvements have made Odyssey SessionWorks Clerk
Edition a part of this evolution, and several recent changes should have a big impact. 
Read more »

Guide & File Simplifies Filing for SRLs
Odyssey Guide & File streamlines filing for pro se litigants, while at the same time makes it
easier for your court to support them. This free product was announced last year, and has
gained tremendous momentum across the country in the past 12 months. 
Read more »

JP Corner
Williamson JP Court Wins Excellence Award
Williamson County, Texas JP Court, Pct. 3, was recently selected as a Tyler Public Sector
Excellence Award winner for exhibiting leadership, innovation and excellence in using the
Odyssey solution. Among other things, Judge Gravell and his team began using Odyssey
Guide & File to simplify filing for self-represented litigants and have realized tremendous
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benefits. 
Read more »

IT Corner
Secure Your Odyssey System Account Today!
Concerned about the stability of your Odyssey system? Do you want to ensure you’re doing
everything you can to keep Odyssey running well? In this article, discover how to keep your
Odyssey system running like a fine-tuned machine by actively securing your Odyssey
account.
Read more »

Just for Laughs
Man Arrested in Courthouse for Missing Jury Duty 11 Times
A Pennsylvania man who skipped out on jury duty 11 times in the last two years was
arrested inside a courthouse while seeking relief from a child support ruling.
Read more »
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